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Good morning and thank you for the invitation to speak about our investigative findings into a complaint 

relating to the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal.  

Deputy Commissioner James Dipple-Johnstone mentioned that the ICO discussed this matter with 

almost 60 overseas agencies. Canada was one of them, and there is definitely a strong Canadian angle to 

this story: Chris Wylie, AIQ, Liz Denham, Mike McEvoy. To understand this mystery, you need not 

“cherchez la femme” but rather “cherchez les Canadiens”. 

Our federal investigation was held jointly with my colleague Michael McEvoy, the Information and 

Privacy Commissioner for British Columbia. Michael had previously worked on the UK’s investigation 

while on secondment in the UK before becoming BC Commissioner.  

I’d like to pick up where James left off and get straight into our investigative findings. 

First, I should note that the AIQ investigation is ongoing so I am not in a position to speak about that 

related case at the moment.  

Second, I should point out that our investigation was complementary to that of our UK colleagues.  Our 

ICO colleagues focused, rightly, on the use of the information for political purposes. The focus of our 

Canadian investigation was on Facebook’s terms and conditions that made the Cambridge Analytica 

scandal possible, as well as the impact on Canadians. 

I will also note that this was not the first time my office has investigated Facebook and issues related to 

third-party apps. 

In a 2009 investigation, my predecessor, Jennifer Stoddart and Elizabeth Denham, then Canada’s 

Assistant Commissioner, raised numerous concerns about Facebook’s privacy practices.  This was prior 

to a similar investigation in the U.S. by the Federal Trade Commission, which led to a consent decree 

which could soon lead Facebook, if the rumour is true, to be a few billion dollars poorer. 

After initially disputing the OPC's 2009 findings, Facebook undertook to implement a privacy protection 

model that promised to deliver meaningful consent. 

In our view, if Facebook had implemented the 2009 investigation’s recommendations meaningfully, the 

risk of unauthorized access and use of personal information by third party apps could have been avoided 

or significantly mitigated. 

 

 



 

Instead, what we found in 2019, is that the privacy framework Facebook had implemented was hollow. 

Our investigation identified a number of issues with respect to accountability, consent, safeguards and 

the ongoing impact on Canadians. 

Accountability: 

This lack of responsibility taken by Facebook for protecting the personal information of its users or, in 

Canadian legal terms, this violation of the accountability principle, was probably the most troubling 

problem revealed by our investigation. 

Instead of being accountable, Facebook attempted to shift its responsibility to the apps on its platform, 

as well as users themselves. 

In fact, through our investigation, Facebook disputed, and continues to dispute, that it was even 

disclosing personal information to third-party apps. It prefers to characterize this activity as “making 

personal information available to apps at the request of Facebook users”.  

Consent and safeguards: 

Other and related findings included deficient consent and safeguards. For users installing apps, 

Facebook relied on the fact that each app was required to post a hyperlink to a privacy policy. But 

Facebook didn’t actually verify that those policies provided sufficient information to obtain meaningful 

consent, or that the link led to a privacy policy at all. Again, shifting responsibility to others.  

Facebook had a program to monitor compliance with its contractual protections by third party app 

developers, but this program was superficial and ineffective. Facebook was unable to give us one 

example where its monitoring program led to enforcement of privacy-related provisions of its contracts 

with app developers. 

And when it came to the friends of installing users, Facebook relied on overbroad and conflicting 

language in its privacy communications. Moreover, consent was generally sought on registration, in 

relation to disclosures that would occur years later, to unknown apps for unknown purposes. Not quite 

meaningful consent, in our view. 

Ongoing risks to Canadians: 

We made a number of recommendations to bring the company into compliance with Canadian laws. 

But Facebook refused to implement our recommendations, creating a high risk that the personal 

information of Canadians could be used in ways that they do not know or suspect, exposing them to 

very real harms – such as political targeting as we saw in the U.S. and the UK, or other harms that could 

result from unauthorized access to users information by one of the multitude of other apps on the 

Facebook platform. 

As you may know, a federal election is scheduled for October in Canada. Many people are concerned 

about the integrity of our electoral process in light of this scandal. Even more so given the fact that in 

Canada, federally and in all provinces except British Columbia, political parties are not subject to privacy 

legislation. 



Facebook’s response: 

Facebook’s response was deeply disappointing. 

The stark contradiction between Facebook’s public promises to mend its ways on privacy and its refusal 

to address the serious problems we identified – or even acknowledge that it broke the law – is 

extremely disconcerting and another sign of its lack of accountability. 

My office will take the matter to Federal Court to seek an order to force the company to correct its 

privacy practices. Unfortunately, this is the only path available to us to seek a binding order under the 

current law – a stage that could take several years, particularly if the matter reaches the higher courts. 

The way forward:  

Every cloud has a silver lining… and there may actually be a few silver linings to the Facebook/Cambridge 

Analytica matter. One is that individuals, as consumers and importantly as citizens, now better 

understand the importance of privacy and data protection. And as a result, politicians acknowledge that 

the age of self-regulation is over, that stronger data protection and privacy laws are required.  

While the GDPR has made Europe a global leader in privacy regulation and enforcement, Canada has 

lagged badly behind but the federal government recently announced plans to modernize our privacy 

laws. There is also talk of legislative reform in the U.S. 

In late May, the International Grand Committee on Big Data, Privacy and Democracy convened in my 

nation’s capital. It was an opportunity for the panel of parliamentarians from seven countries, including 

the UK and Canada, to question tech giants, including Facebook, about their practices.  

I, along with other privacy experts, also had an opportunity to address the committee. 

I talked about the correlation between privacy and freedom and democracy which, at its heart, is the 

biggest lesson the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal has taught us. 

It highlighted the unexpected uses to which personal information can be put, and uncovered a privacy 

framework at Facebook that was actually an empty shell. It reminded citizens that privacy is a 

fundamental right and a necessary precondition for the exercise of other fundamental rights, including 

democracy. 

In fact, privacy is nothing less than a prerequisite for freedom: the freedom to live and develop 

independently as individuals, away from the watchful eye of surveillance by the state or by commercial 

enterprises, while participating voluntarily and actively in the regular, day-to-day activities of a modern 

society. 

This is why, as Canada enters a period of legislative reform, I will forcefully advocate for a rights-based 

privacy law. 

Privacy is not limited to consent, as you well know in Europe with legislation that includes several 

grounds for lawful processing of personal data. Privacy is not even limited to PIPEDA’s ten principles, or 

the Fair Information Privacy Principles. These principles are important mechanisms that support the 

protection of privacy, but they do not define the right itself. Legislation should define privacy in its 

broadest and true sense, such as freedom from unjustified surveillance. 



 

 

 

Another lesson of the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica matter is that we need strong laws to ensure 

demonstrable accountability. The current Canadian law required Facebook to be accountable but in fact 

it was not, and when we asked the company to undertake certain actions to demonstrate its 

accountability, it declined. 

The law must not merely impose accountability obligations and then let organizations decide how they 

will comply. This is another form of self-regulation. The law must require companies to demonstrate 

their accountability. 

In practical terms, this means the law should authorize my office to proactively inspect the practices of 

organizations and require them to demonstrate true accountability upon request. This would align with 

existing powers in the U.K. and several other countries. 

Finally, in countries like Canada where political parties are not subject to privacy laws, the scope of 

these laws must be broadened so as to ensure public trust in democratic processes.  

Conclusion: 

In conclusion, I believe we have finally reached the point in Canada and elsewhere where the question 

of whether privacy legislation should be amended is behind us. The question before us now is how. 

People across the world care about privacy. They also have a desire, and a need, to participate in the 

digital economy. They rely on new technologies to inform themselves and to communicate with friends 

and family. This is the modern way of life.  

The solution is not to get people to turn off their computers or throw away their phones. We must work 

to find ways to ensure that people can engage in the digital economy without being exposed to harm.  

Ultimately, this means recognizing that the right to privacy is a fundamental human right and a 

necessary precondition to the exercise of other rights, including freedom, equality and democracy. This 

is why we need rights-based privacy laws.  

 

 

 


